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Offer Received Title Category Offer By Organization Description Reason Estimated 
Value

Recipient's 
Decision

23/03/2023 FtGU GAS survey prize winners Gift GBCMA Random prize draw winner from FTGU GAS survey. Random prize draw winner from FTGU GAS survey. 500.00$             Accepted
29/03/2023 FtGU GAS survey prize winner Gift GBCMA Random survey prize draw for From the Ground Up project GAS survey. Random survey prize draw for From the Ground Up project GAS 

survey.
500.00$             Accepted

14/03/2023 From the Ground Up GAS random prize draw Gift GBCMA Random survey prize draw for From the Ground Up project GAS survey. Voucher to reseller to value 
of $500.

Random survey prize draw for From the Ground Up project GAS 
survey.

500.00$             Accepted

20/04/2023 Victorian Fly Fishing Association guest speaker 
gift

Gift Victorian Fly Fishing 
Assocation 

$60 bottle of wine and "Time Flies" Victorian Fly Fishing Association book estimated to be of $20 
value.

Guest speaker at monthly meeting. 80.00$               Accepted

20/12/2023 Proposed gift for Landcare Network Chairs Benefit Goulburn Broken CMA $100 gift card for the 8 volunteers who attended the NRM Chairs Volunteers Network meetings 
during 2023. The gift is budgeted for, provided for business purpose which includes celebrating 
achievements, and costs are proportionate to the benefit and is considered reasonable in terms of 
community expectation.  There is no conflict of interest as the NRM chairs are not for profits and 
volunteers.  There are no other groups or committees that we support that we can identify which 
would cause inconsistencies in our approach, because other groups such as SIRPPIC, FEWG, Drainage 
Working Group receive a sitting fee while NRM chairs do not.  This is a once off gift to celebrate 
achievements.

Once off thank you for attendance at Network Chairs meeting for 
2023. Travel and voluntary time. Non-paid attendance at quarterly 
meetings. Travel up to 1.5-2hrs one way to each meeting

100.00$             Accepted
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